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How binaural room impulse responses inﬂuence the externalization of speech
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Introduction

short-term memory is ﬁlled with information on the sound
source and the room characteristics, i.e. RIR. In contrast
to the learning and adaptation process to new HRIRs
which is rather slow [6], the content in the short-term
memory is volatile and adaptation to new RIRs happens
each time we enter a new listening situation. According
to the model, sound images are externalized if the information provided by ear signals is in compliance with the
information in both memories. If there is any contradiction between the memory stages and what we hear, the
sound image is localized in the head.

Binaural reproduction is becoming popular as people consume radio, TV, and music over headphones out and
about. One of the challenges when listening with headphones is that the sound image appears inside the head.
Binaural renderers are meant to overcome this by using
binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) to reproduce
at the ears the exact sound waves that one would hear
when listening to the real sound source.
Nevertheless, binaural reproduction often does no better
than a standard stereo recording at getting the sound
image out of the head. This is because our individual
pinna, head, and torso are diﬀerent to the one simulated
by the renderer. Research has shown that when the
features of individual HRIRs are accurately simulated
with headphones, listeners report externalized images,
e.g. [1]. If a dummy head is used instead, then the image
may be externalized, but it is usually diﬀuse or localized
close to the head; especially for the synthesis of sources
that are directly in the front of the listener [2].
Another failing in binaural reproduction is the acoustical divergence of the synthesized room and the actual
listening room, yielding negative inﬂuence on the externalization. Research has shown that congruent room impulse
responses (RIRs) in terms of amount of reverberation and
direct-to-reverberant energy ratio between synthesized
and listening room are needed to generate an externalized
image, e.g. [3, 4]. Similar to generic HRIRs, a divergent
room yields diﬀuse sound images which are perceived
either close or even inside the listeners head.
This study focuses on the relative contribution of individual HRIRs and the congruency of RIRs on externalization.
Based on an externalization model we sketch a listening
experiment where listeners are asked to rate the externalization of speech in a simulated environment. After
this, we present the results and discuss them in the last
section.

Experimental setup and conditions
To examine the interaction of HRIR and RIR on externalization we performed a listening experiment with simulated acoustics. The experiment took place in the audiovisual immersion lab (AVIL) at DTU, a 6 m × 7 m × 8 m
large anechoic chamber equipped with a 64-channel spherical loudspeaker array at a distance of r = 2.4 m from the
central listening position. The simulation employs the
LoRa toolbox [7] and ODEON room acoustic software
[8], which is a hybrid of an image source model and a ray
tracing model.
Conditions studying the long-term memory consisted of
individual or generic HRIRs. For individual HRIRs the
loudspeaker sphere was used as playback device, whereas
conditions with generic HRIRs were played back over
Sennheiser HD800 headphones. The headphones signal
was created by convolving the loudspeaker signals with
corresponding HRIRs of a Brüel & Kjær HATS. Figure 1
shows the processing scheme for the playback of signals
with individual and generic HRIRs. Obviously, for loudspeaker conditions the open headphone alters the signals
somewhat as the sound has to propagate through the
ear cups. This attenuation was considered in the generic
conditions by equipping the HATS with the same headphones during the HRIR measurement. Figure 2 shows
the attenuation due to headphone isolation for diﬀerent
loudspeaker directions.

A conceptual model for externalization

Familiarizing with the room is essential for externalization
[4, 5] and conditions with congruent or divergent RIRs
were used to study the short-term memory. Congruent
conditions were established by a familiarization phase in
the room before evaluation, and for divergent conditions
training and evaluation room diﬀered. Training on a room
was done with individual HRIRs (loudspeaker playback)
and lasted 7 min. Listeners could move their heads freely
during the training and four talkers appeared at diﬀerent
azimuth angles at r = 2.4 m around the listener.

The starting point for this work was an early study on
externalization presented by Plenge in [5]. The study
suggests that externalization includes top-down processing, where the resulting auditory impression depends on
prior knowledge about the auditory event. Based on
this assumption, Plenge introduces a conceptual model
of the externalization process, consisting of two memory
stages: The instrumental means of our localization ability,
i.e. HRIRs, is stored in the long-term memory and the
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Table 1: Description and characteristics of the simulated
rooms as used in the experiment.

64

individual

generic

64

64

+

DRR

size in m

description

R0
R1
R2

0.0 s
0.5 s
1.2 s

∞ dB
7.5 dB
2.8 dB

9.5×7.6×3.0
14.2×9.0×5.5

free ﬁeld
classroom
auditorium

The playback of the condition under test started automatically when the listener was looking at the frontal
direction and visual feedback was given whenever the
direction deviated more than 2◦ .

Figure 1: Processing scheme for individual and generic
HRIRs. The room acoustics is simulated with LoRA and
ODEON for the given 64 channel loudspeaker sphere. Individual HRIRs are tested using loudspeaker playback. Generic
HRIRs are tested using open headphones. The headphones
signal is created by convolving the loudspeaker signals with
corresponding HRIR measurements of a dummy head with
headphones on (grey).
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Three diﬀerent room simulations were studied, cf. Table 1.
All listeners started with the training on R0. Conditions
rated after this training were the congruent condition
(simulated with R0 and denoted as R0/0) and a divergent
condition simulated with R1 (denoted as R1/0). Both
conditions were tested four times, with individual/generic
HRIRs and with two repetitions. After each rating of
a condition, the training on room R0 was continued for
another 10 s before the next condition was tested. In
this way the information in the short-term memory is
maintained.
Then room R1 was trained and conditions R0/1, R1/1, and
R2/1 were tested similarly. Lastly, room R2 was trained
and conditions R1/2 and R2/2 were tested. This sequence
of training was the same for all listeners, whereas the
conditions presented after each training were an individual random permutation yielding (2 + 3 + 2) conditions
×2 HRIRs ×2 repetitions = 28 rating tasks for each listener.
Seven listeners (3 female and 4 male, age 28-45 years) participated in the experiment including one of the authors.
Except for the author, none of them was experienced in
terms of binaural perceptual experiments.

Figure 2: Measured attenuation of the external sound vs.
frequency of the Sennheiser HD800 headphone for two horizontal directions at azimuth θ and the mean attenuation over
all 64 loudspeaker directions. Magnitudes are third-octave
smoothed and normalized to 1 kHz.

Experimental results

After training, listeners were instructed to face the loudspeaker directly in front of them and rate the degree of
externalization of the condition under test. The condition
consisted of a 2.5 s-long unknown speech sample, simulated at the position of the frontal loudspeaker. Ratings
were input using a computer keyboard with a rating scale
similar to that in [1]:

The results are given in Figure 3 as median values by
ﬁlled symbols for individual HRIRs and open symbols for
the generic HRIRs with corresponding 95% conﬁdence intervals. Conditions are grouped according to the training
room.
As might be expected, externalization ratings for congruent conditions R0/0, R1/1, and R2/2 with individual
HRIRs are the highest. Generic HRIRs on the other hand
are rated lower.
A statistical analysis reveals the rated room to be a signiﬁcant parameter (Friedman test p < 0.01) for generic
HRIRs and by increasing the reverberation time T60 (and
therefore decreasing the direct-to-reverberant energy ratio DRR), the diﬀerence between generic and individual
HRIRs diminishes. For R1/1 and R2/2 no signiﬁcance between individual and generic HRIR is obtained (p > 0.3).
The signiﬁcance of the rated room applies also for divergent conditions and ratings of R0/1 are signiﬁcantly lower
then those of R1/0, R1/2, and R2/1 (Wilcoxon rank sum
test p  0.01).

0 The source is in my head.
1 The source is not well externalized. It is at my ear,
or at my skull.
2 The source is externalized. It is either before or
behind the loudspeaker.
3 The source is well externalized, compact, and located
at the loudspeaker.
Conditions could be either with individual or generic
HRIRs (loudspeaker or headphone playback) and with
congruent or divergent RIRs (trained on congruent or
divergent room). During evaluation, the position of the
listeners head was tracked using an OptiTrack system.
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Agreeing with the ﬁndings in [4], training with congruent RIRs can improve externalization and corresponding
conditions with individual HRIRs are rated highest. It
remains unclear if the same applies for generic HRIRs,
as the training was done only with individual HRIRs.
However, in [4] the inﬂuence of training was found to be
less distinctive for generic HRIRs.
Interestingly, externalization in room R1 behaves diﬀerent
and training was not found to be signiﬁcant: divergent
conditions were rated similarly high as congruent conditions. Compared to the other rooms, reverberation time
and size of R1 is typical for domestic environments. Returning to the externalization model, this could suggest
that the characteristics of such a conventional room are
stored in the long-term memory. By contrast, as vision
can aﬀect externalization [9], an alternative hypothesis is
that listeners expect the anechoic chamber to sound like
R1 due to the similar ground size. Further research with
more listeners is needed to answer this questions.
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Figure 3: Medians and 95% conﬁdence intervals of the externalization rating for diﬀerent room simulations after training.
Playback employed loudspeakers (individual HRIRs) and headphones (generic HRIRs) and signiﬁcant diﬀerences (p < 0.01)
are marked with an asterisk.
Table 2: Response frequency in % for well externalized percepts (rating 3) of tested conditions with individual and generic
HRIRs.

cond.

R0/0

R0/1

R1/0

R1/1

R1/2

R2/1

R2/1

gen.
ind.

7
50

0
7

7
29

43
64

21
43

0
7

36
57

Overall we could show that even with generic HRIR or
an unknown RIR, the binaural reproduction of speech
can be perceived as externalized. In [4] the authors conjecture that individual HRIRs are more important than
convergent RIRs. This is only partially conﬁrmed by our
results and we have shown that the need for individual
HRIRs and/or congruent RIR depends on the listening
room.

The inﬂuence of the training with individual HRIRs can
be seen by comparing congruent and divergent conditions
of the same room. Considering room R0, the congruent
condition R0/0 with individual HRIRs is rated signiﬁcantly
higher then the divergent condition R0/1 (pind = 0.04).
For generic HRIRs, on the other hand the training does
not yield any improvement and externalization remains
poor. Similarly, for room R2 the externalization of R2/1
signiﬁcantly improves after training (R2/2) with individual
HRIRs (pind = 0.01), although the ratings are generally
higher compared to R0. And even with generic HRIRs a
weak improvement of externalization is seen (pgen = 0.08).
Surprisingly, for room R1 the training is not a signiﬁcant factor and does not yield any improvement
(R1/0, 2 vs. R1/1); neither for the individual nor for
generic HRIRs (p ≥ 0.15). If we consider the response
frequency of highest ratings, listed in Table 2 and grouped
according the rated room, we see that conditions R1/.
achieved higher percentages compared to conditions R0/.
and R2/., especially for divergent conditions with individual HRIRs.
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